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Preface

This book was written to support students of the course Selected topics
from computer science, a lecture taught at the Institute of Mathematics and
Computer Science, Department of Foundamental Problems of Technology,
Wroclaw University of Technology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Those who cast the votes decide nothing.
Those who count the votes decide everything.

Josef Stalin

The words of the dictator, are cited to focus on the main goal of this book:
presenting, describing, discussing and explaining techniques that are used to
design election systems where those who cast the votes decide everything.

This book focuses on techniques that may lead to schemes that satisfy
all following properties:

Eligibility: only legitimate voters vote; each voter votes at most once.

Fairness: voting does not reveal any partial (early) results.

Verifiability: individual (local), universal (global).

Privacy: no information about individual votes is revealed.

Receipt-freeness: a voter cannot prove she voted in a certain way.

Coercion-resistance: a voter cannot interact with a coercer to prove
that she voted in a certain way.

In fact, we concentrate on verifiability and how introducing verifiability influ-
ences on other properties (i.e., privacy, receipt-freeness, coercion-resistance).
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2 1. Introduction

The traditional paper-based voting process is not a perfect one. It uses
tons of resources, nation-wide elections require tons of paper that need to be
printed and later distributed. In addition, in some jurisdictions, ballots need
to be prepared in many languages. But the main problem is with manual
tallying. Depending on difficulty of a voting scheme, it requires a lot of
man-power to calculate election results. Man-power is one of the main cost-
factors of elections but is also the main source of threats and failures. This
is the reason why election officials prefer to use electronic devices, which
provide better managing options than paper based solutions. Also, election
results may be obtained within minutes after polls are closed, the speed-up
is especially seen with preferential systems, i.e., IRV (instant-runoff voting).

1.1. E-voting

Use of electronic means during polling place voting has two main flavors:

DRE machines: - in that case a voter interacts with an DRE (Direct
Recording Electronic) machine and usually a ballot has only a digital
form.

optical scan: - in this scenario, voters use paper ballots which are later
scanned and processed electronically.

Optical scan systems are preferable from the election integrity perspective,
because even if technology fails, there is still an opurtunity to perform a
manual recount. Usually, DRE machines might be a great help for voters
with disabilities but cannot be as trusted as paper based systems, even if
they are equipped with VVPAT (voter verifiable paper audit trail).

Designing a good electronic voting system is not as easy as one may
think. ATM machines for the first sight seem to be very similar to DRE-
machines. There used to be one company which was manufacturing both.
After a couple years of running the business in both areas, the CEO and
President of Diebold Inc., confessed in the interview for the Fortune Maga-
zine1.

We didn’t know a whole lot about the elections business when we
went into it.

1Source: http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2006/11/13/8393084/

index.htm, last visited on Oct 30, 2012

 http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2006/11/13/8393084/index. htm
 http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2006/11/13/8393084/index. htm
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Here we are, a bunch of banking folks thinking making voting
machines would be similar to making ATMs. We’ve learned some
pretty painful lessons.

The words were said one year before the Secretary of State of California
withdrew a certification for the Diebold’s machines (Bow) (and at the same
time conditionally recertified them) because of the numerous security flaws.

Introduction of electronic voting to polling places may badly influence
on both crucial aspects: ballot secrecy and election integrity.

1.2. Ballot secrecy

Traditional use of paper may guarantee high level of ballot secrecy. In
general, in order to tell anything about a ballot that was cast by a given
voter one may need to access a ballot box and to find out a corresponding
ballot by inspecting fingerprints.

Use of electronic machines at polling places increases privacy threat.
First of all, like in the case of using ATM machines, voting machines learn
how one votes. This information (i.e. correlated with the order of voters
approaching machines) may be accessible for poll-workers but it may also
leak outside. But poll workers are not the only one who can gain access to
individual ballots. Voting machines are stored between elections in places
with weak access control – anyone who has access to them may alter soft-
ware that is run by a machine and get access to private data by applying
appropriate modifications.

Sometimes, electronic systems have both logical and implementation
bugs that lead to revealing how people voted. This is for example the case
of the Brazilian DRE machines, where due to wrong use of a pseudo-random
generator, receipt reveals how a voter voted (for more details see Example 3
in Chapter 3).

Similar problems with ballot secrecy, but at smaller scale, are connected
with optical scan approach, namely – scanning may be done with much
higher resolution that may lead to recording fingerprints together with a
image of a ballot.
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1.3. Election integrity

Threat to the ballot secrecy is very severe and can influence on election
outcome by vote buying or coercion. But the most devastating type of
attacks are those on election integrity – when someone is able to modify
election outcome (without the need of any external co-operation like vote-
buying or coercing other voters).

Election integrity may be violated at different stages. One may ask
following questions about what happens with a ballot in electronic voting
system:

(1) Is my ballot cast as intended?

(2) Is it recorded as cast?

(3) Is it tallied as recorded?

End-to-end (E2E) verifiable voting schemes try to give a positive answer to
all above questions, moreover those systems provide proofs that support the
claims.

In fact more detailed conditions must be met in order to call a system an
end-to-end verifiable one, but for the next couple of chapters we just want
to focus on those three (until we reach Chapter 5).

The problem is that almost every electronic voting scheme that was/is
used so far, does not provide E2E verifiability. Problems start at very early
stage of vote-casting i.e., DRE-machines do not ensure that a vote is cast
as intended nor recorded as cast; optical scan solutions may have problems
with correct vote-interpretation or adjusting correct treshold levels during
scanning.

1.4. Absentee voting

As in the case of polling place voting, we are comparing systems to those
that use paper ballots. In the case of electronic absentee schemes one should
compare to the current vote by mail solutions.

Absentee voting schemes, comparing to polling place voting are facing
additional problems:

• remote voter authentication,

• ballot secrecy: voter’s choice may:
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– be revealed to a voter’s computer (case of Norway, Estonia,
Switzerland),

– be revealed malware on voter’s machine,
– become public.

• vote buying on mass scale,

• coercion, both:
– in-person,
– “online” – thanks to a special software.

• availability of the system:
– may be limited to all voters by DDOS attacks,
– may cause abstention of targeted group of voters.

If vote casting is made, using electronic means then all threats corresponding
with election integrity corresponding with DRE machines apply to that case
as well.

1.5. Summary

This long list of obstacles does not mean that designing reliable electronic
voting scheme is not possible. It just make things more complicated but
at the same time more interesting. There is a bunch of cryptographic tech-
niques that may be used in order to meet requirements expected from voting
systems.

In order to achieve ballot secrecy (in the case when a voter interacts
with a voting machine), it is common to use indirection like code voting .

Election integrity may be achieved at the same time. To ensure “cast as
intended” (see Chapter 2), usually one of the two approaches are applied:
cut & choose or commit & prove. Vote casting step usually provides a voter
a receipt.

To verify “recorded as cast” a voter may use a receipt generated during
ballot casting (see Chapter 3).

Finally, to ensure “tallied as recorded”, verifiable mix-networks are used
(with help of zero knowledge proofs) – this is the subject of the Chapter 4.
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In order to perform many cryptographic protocols that are involved as
building blocks of an electronic voting scheme, one needs to use other crypto-
graphic primitives like: non-malleable encryption, bit-commitments, digital
signatures, oblivious transfer that are described in the Chapter 4.

In the Chapter 5 we discuss a more preceise definition of end-to-end
verifiability.

The last two, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 describe end-to-end verifialble
voting schemes that were used in the binding public elections.

ATM vs DRE

1. Describe a protocol that is performed between a customer and an ATM
machine (and a bank and a payment card). Consider the following cases:
(a) a customer asks for a receipt,
(b) a customer does not ask for a receipt,
(c) a customer asks for a receipt but the receipt is not printed.

A customer wants to withdraw amount x. Assume that an ATM is
altered and it requests from a bank amount x+ 50 but pays a customer
x. What steps needs a customer to follow in order to detect ATM’s
“mistake”? Can she prove that, is the proof dispute free?

2. Some ATM machines perform a slightly different protocol – they ask
a customer if she/he wants to get a receipt before performing any op-
eration. Explain the difference between that protocol and scenarios
considered in the previous exercise.

3. Describe what is:
(a) security policy – what is and what is not allowed,
(b) security mechanism – methods, tools and procedures that are used

to enforce security policy,
(c) threat model,
(d) risk assessment,
(e) countermeasures

in the context of accessing bank account within an ATM card.



Chapter 2

Cast as Intended

End-to-end verifiable voting schemes allow a voter to obtain a receipt gen-
erated at the stage of vote casting, as a result of a voter’s interaction with a
voting system, such a receipt constitutes a private proof that her vote intent
was correctly “encoded” and her ballot was cast. A receipt allows a voter
to verify cast as intended.

In this chapter we discuss ways in which a voting receipt is generated.
Such a receipt is : DRE/scanner or a voter’s computer in the remote scenario
setting. But the role of a receipt is not only limited to detect possible
malfeasance.

Dispute freeness. One less obvious property an E2E voting system should
provide is dispute-freeness (KY02) (or accountability (KTV10a)). If the ver-
ification of some aspect of the election fails, implying an error or fraud, the
voter should be able to demonstrate that it failed and which entity is re-
sponsible. For example, in polling place elections, it is not very important
to differentiate between attacks due to a malicious DRE/scanner and in-
sider attacks conducting by the EA: the EA is responsible for both. With
online voting, the EA cannot assume accountability for the state of voters’
computers. If vote verification fails, the EA must ensure that it is not in-
correctly blamed for compromised voter machines. Likewise, voters want
assurance that a malicious EA cannot modify ballots and blame the voters’
computers if the modification are detected. It is also important that voters

7
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or political parties cannot easily fabricate false evidence that an election has
been compromised, casting doubt on the final tally.

Section outline. In this chapter we describe some of the important
schemes that have been presented during the last few years: Chaum’s
Punchscan ((Pun), Scantegrity (CEC+08) and Scantegrity II (PCC+08)),
Rivest’s VAV (Vote Anti-vote Vote) and ThreeBallot (RS07) and Prêt à
Voter (CRS05). All of them are dedicated to paper-based elections at polling
stations – ballots are scanned. We also shortly describe the first voter-
verifiable voting scheme that was presented in 2004 by Chaum (Cha). All
mentioned schemes use at some point cut-and-choose technique.

We also discuss some aspects of Estonian, Norwegian and Swiss internet
voting schemes (although those schemes do not provide end-to-end verifia-
bility) and compare them with Helios voting system that is voter-verifiable.
We stress our attention to cast as intended part of the schemes. Helios sys-
tem implements Benaloh (Ben06) idea of using commit and prove approach
in the setting where a voter interacts with an electronic voting machine (as
opposed to optical-scan scenario and interacting with a paper ballot).

There are two main approaches that are used to verify correctness of
the protocol at the stage of ballot casting. The first one is called: cut-
and-choose, the second one is commit and prove (but sometimes it is called
Benaloh challenge).

2.1. Cut-and-choose

Cut-and-choose approach is used in interactive protocols where a prover
answers to the challenges generated by a verifier. After a series of such
random challenges a verifier is convinced, with high probability that a prover
is honestly following the protocol.

In the following examples, cut an choose is used as a part of voter-
initiated print audit. A voter may ask for more than one of encoded ballots
and verify if they are printed (encoded) correctly, at the same time a voter
keeps one ballot that she uses for cast.

The power of the cut and choose comes from the fact that those audits
are performed independently. To achieve high level of confidence i.e., Pc ≥
1 − 2−n that ballots indeed are cast as intended it is sufficient that voters
are limited to pick only two ballots, audit one and cast the other one. If
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the probability to detect a misprinted ballot at random is Pmis ≥ p then
thanks to the independence, the probability that m voters do not detect any
misprinted ballot is < (1− Pmis)m.

2.1.1. Prêt à Voter. (CRS05) A voter, obtains a ballot which consists
of two parts (see Fig. 2.1). The left part contains the official list of the can-
didates, shifted by x positions, where x is chosen at random, independently
for each ballot. On the right hand-side of each ballot, a voter can mark her
choice of her preffered candidate. At the bottom of the right hand-side of a
ballot there is a serial S printed.

Candidate

2 Jerry

3 Edgar

0 Ervin

1 Donald

324989

(a) Prêt à Voter ballot with shift x = 2

Candidate

2 Jerry

3 Edgar

0 Ervin ×
1 Donald

324989

(b) A vote for candidate number 0 (Ervin)

×

324989

(c) A receipt of the vote

Figure 2.1. Ballot example for Prêt à Voter scheme

A voter makes her choice and then separates both parts. The left-part
is shredded and the right part is scanned, copied as a voter’s receipt, placed
in a ballot box.

2.1.2. VAV. The VAV (Vote Anti-vote Vote) scheme was presented by
R. Rivest and W. D. Smith in (RS07) and is an example of an end-to-
end verifiable voting scheme that does not use cryptography. It is a paper
based voting system which uses a cut-and-choose concept. In contrast to
the previous examples (Prêt à Voter and Scantegrity), cut and choose is not
used to ensure cast as intended part of a voting process but rather recorded
as cast. Cut and choose helps also to generate a receipt that does not reveal
the vote.
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VAV protocol uses three ballots of the two kinds: two ballots are la-
beled as a “Vote” and the third ballot is labeled as an “Anti-vote” (see
Figure 3(a)). Each of the ballots has a unique serial number that is covered
with a scratch-off.

To cast a vote in VAV scheme, a voter performs the following steps
(compare with Figure 2.1.2:

marking: The voter:
(1) The voter chooses one of the Vote ballots, and marks a candidate

of her choice,
(2) The voter marks any candidate on the other Vote ballot and marks

the same candidate on the Anti-Vote ballot.

casting: The voter interacts with the system:
(1) the ballots are verified by a reader/checker (which checks if ballots

are filled correctly),
(2) the ballots are separated; serial numbers are revealed (but still a

voter cannot see them);
(3) the voter obtains a copy of one of the ballots as a receipt (but the

system does not know which one);
(4) all ballots are inserted into a ballot box.

publishing: Election Authority publishes all ballots collected in the bal-
lot box on a public Bulletin Board.

tallying: Election Authority:
(1) all votes from Vote parts are added up,
(2) all votes from Anti-vote parts are subtracted from the totals for a

given candidate.

verification: A voter:
(1) checks if her receipt is published on the Bulletin Board,
(2) verifies if a tally is computed correctly.

In the example below, Alice votes for Cat – she chooses the rightmost
ballot to make her choice, while she selects Fish on the remaining ballots
(Vote and Anti-Vote).

Verifiability. After closing of the elections, all ballots from the ballot box
are published. Every voter can check, if his receipt is present on the list. In
order to perform this step, each ballot must be marked with a unique serial
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Figure 2.2. VAV voting scheme

V ote 1920 Anti− vote 8239 V ote 7281
1. Dog � 1. Dog � 1. Dog �
2. Cat � 2. Cat � 2. Cat �
3. Fish � 3. Fish � 3. Fish �
4. Parrot � 4. Parrot � 4. Parrot �

(a) Plain voting card (plain ballots). All serial numbers are hidden under the

scratch-off surface .

V ote 1920 Anti− vote 8239 V ote 7281
1. Dog � 1. Dog � 1. Dog �
2. Cat � 2. Cat � 2. Cat �
3. Fish � 3. Fish � 3. Fish �
4. Parrot � 4. Parrot � 4. Parrot �

(b) Vote for Cat

V ote 1920
1. Dog �
2. Cat �
3. Fish �
4. Parrot �

(c) A receipt correspond-

ing to the left ballot. Se-

rial number of the bal-
lot 1920 revealed to the

voter.

number (which cannot be seen by a voter before he obtains a receipt – to
prevent “random attacks” (KRMC10)).

Election authority does not know which copy of a ballot is taken as a
receipt by a voter. If any ballot is modified by the election authority, then
a certain voter can detect the manipulation with probability ≥ 1

3 .

2.2. Cryptographic commitments

A cryptographic commitment is a scheme that allows a participant A of a
protocol to commit c := Comm(x, open) to a value x without it to anyone
during commiting phase and to reveal x in the reveal phase (by providing
open). We are focused on schemes that are:

binding: A cannot change the value x that she commited to.

hiding: c does not reveal information about x.
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A value c (= Comm(x, open)) is called a commitment to x.

The concept of commitments was formalized in (BCC88) by G. Brassard,
D. Chaum and C. Crapeau but existed in the literature for many years ().

Commitments cannot be at the same time both perfectly binding and
perfectly hiding. Depending on properties of an application, one should one
of the following combinations available:

• perfectly binding and computationally hiding, or

• computationally binding and perfectly hiding.

In the first case, a sender of a commitment is unable to find a different value
that would be consistent witha commitment – even if it has unbounded
computational power. While someone who has enough computational power
is able to discover a commited value.

2.2.1. Examples.

Perfectly binding scheme based on the discrete logarithm problem.

Setup:
(1) chooses p ∈ Primes, 0 ≤ x ≤ p− 1.
(2) chooses a generator g ∈ Z∗p .
(3) return public parameters: 〈p, g〉.

Commit: A in order to commit to x:
(1) publishe c := gx mod p.

CheckReveal: to verify a commitment c to x:
(1) checks if c = gx mod p.

The scheme presented above is perfectly binding since A cannot find any
x′ 6= x such that gx

′
mod p = gx mod p. The scheme is not perfectly hiding

because of computational infeasibility of the discrete logarighm problem
states that is is not possible to compute x from c. In fact the scheme
does not satisfy a formal definition of the security because with a limited
message-space it is possible to find x without need of computing discrete
log.

Pedersen commitment. The Pedersen (Ped92)

Setup:
(1) choose p, q ∈ Primes such that q|(p− 1).
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(2) choose g, a generator of G – the order-q subgroup of Z∗p .
(3) choose a at random.
(4) compute h := ga mod p.
(5) return: public parameters: 〈p, q, g, h〉.

Commit: To commit to a value x:
(1) choose r ∈ Zq.
(2) compute c := gxhr mod p.

Open: To open a commitment c, the sender reveals x, r, the receiver:
(1) checks if c = gxhr mod p.

Pedersen commitment scheme is perfectly hiding – for a given commit-
ment c, every value x is equally likely to be the commited value. The scheme
is computationally binding since if a sender can solve discrete log problem,
she can find different values x and x′ and different opening values r and r′

such that gxhr = gx
′
hr
′
.

2.3. Commit and prove

Commit and prove approach is one of the standard ways of veryfing correct-
ness of a protocol. In a voting scenario it is often used at a ballot generation
stage. Commit and prove appeared in the voting literature relatively re-
cently – when voting protocols started to distinguish between a voter and
a computer that is used to cast a vote. One of the the first protocols that
use this approach is (Ben06) by Benaloh and thous sometimes commit and
prove in the voting setting is called Benaloh challenge.

Here we describe not the original scheme but the Helios (Adi08) voting
system – internet version of the Benaloh scheme. We refer to the important
differences between polling-place Benaloh scheme and its electronic imple-
mentations in Section 6.1.

VAV and ThreeBallot

1. Assume that you have a receipt generated by the ThreeBallot scheme
with k marked rows and n candidates. Find the number of Ballot pairs
that form a valid tripple with your receipt. Compute how many different
receipts are possible in that scheme.
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Figure 2.3. Helios welcome screen presenting voting steps.

Figure 2.4. In this step, a voter marks her choice.
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Figure 2.5. Confirmation screen.

Figure 2.6. After the confirmation, ballot is encrypted and stored in a
browser’s memory.

2. Consider a modification of the VAV scheme, where one can vote for up
to k out of n candidates. On the figure below there is an example of a
valid vote for Dog. Find a number of correct receipts.

3. Assume that Election Authority knows serial numbers of all ballot trip-
ples that were cast and tries to modify election outcome. If they modify
one of your ballot-parts, what is the probability that you do not detect
that while checking a receipt on a bulletin board? Assume that k voters
whose ballots were modified are checking their receipts online. What is
the probability of undetected malfeasance?
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Figure 2.7. A commitment to the ballot’s encryption is displayed to
the voter. At this point a voter can cast and thus go to the screen
presented on Figure 2.10 or audit the ballot encryption (Figure 2.8 and
Figure 2.9) and after the auditing go back to the step presented on the

Figure 2.5.

4. Assume that N votes were cast (3N ballots) and Election Authority
modified k ballots (each one from a different tripple), what is the prob-
ability that the malfeasance is detected when a random sample of m
voters verified their receipts online? Compute that probability for dif-
ferent parameters N = 10, 100, 1000, 10 000, k = cN, c = 0.01, 0.1 and
m = pN, p = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2.

5. Election Authority may modify election outcome by changing only those
ballots that were cast by themselves – then, there are no voters who can
complain about a receipt. Analyze what can be achieved with that
approach in three candidate race. Consider both VAV and ThreeBal-
lot schemes. Can this situation be detected by just observing bulletin
board? Give necessary and sufficient conditions for detection (it there
are any).
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Figure 2.8. Audit screen: randomness used to generate the encryption
is revealed to the voter so she can verify if the ballot was encrypted as
intended. Audited ballot cannot be cast.

References
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2009 conference on Electronic voting technology/workshop on trustwor-
thy elections, http://static.usenix.org/event/evtwote09/tech/full_
papers/adida-casting.pdf
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Figure 2.9. Single-ballot verified: online service that allows to verify
if a browser correctly encrypted voter’s choice.
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Figure 2.10. Voter is authenticated only if she is ready to cast a ballot.

V ote Anti− vote V ote
1. Dog � 1. Dog � 1. Dog �
2. Cat � 2. Cat � 2. Cat �
3. Fish � 3. Fish � 3. Fish �
4. Parrot � 4. Parrot � 4. Parrot �





Chapter 3

Recorded as cast

End-to-end verifiable voting schemes allow a voter to obtain a receipt that
is used to verify that her ballot was cast as intended. A receipt plays also
another role – it helps to check if a vote is included in a set of ballots that
are going to be tallied – so it is also used in the verification of recorded as
cast step (for more details see Chapter 5).

Receipts allow voters to verify election outcome but badly designed re-
ceipts may be a threat to ballot secrecy. So designing an end-to-end verifiable
voting system is mainly about designing receipts:

• they need to allow a voter to publicly prove (potential) malfeasance,

• they need to hide a voter’s choice.

We saw an example of two very similar systems: ThreeBallot and VAV,
each of them have similar way of generating a receipt which is a copy of one
of the ballots that a voter casts. In the case of VAV, with high probability
a receipt does not tell how someone votes (assuming that the number of
candidates is smaller than the number of voters and that voters mark their
vote and antivote parts at random). The case of ThreeBallot is different, one
can show that even in the case of not too long list of candidates – slightly
above 6, it is possible to effectively reconstruct votes of single voters (Str06;
CKW08).

On the other side there are systems like Prêt à Voter and Scantegrity II,
in that systems a receipt that is taken home by a voter does not reveal the

21
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vote. Moreover for the Scantegrity II system it was proven (KTV10b) that
the system is coercion-resistant.

Example The Brasilian system is badly designed. Among other
problems, it is possible to recover votes without having physical ac-
cess to a voting machine. This is possible because shuffling is made
basing on a pseudo-random number generator whose seed is a part of
a public record. Lines responsible for generating a shuffle are similar
to those below:
srand(time(NULL));

fprintf(public document, ‘‘%dnn’’, time(NULL));

System manufacturer made at least three mistakes:

• using weak PRNG,
• using seed that was not random enough,
• making seed public.

Anyone who had access to votes and knew how they are shuffled
could influence on election outcome by buying votes or by coercing
voters. In such a case, a voter had to deliver a receipt as a proof of
vote (see Figure 3.1) – time of ballot (Hora) casting could be used
as a pointer to the actual ballot stored by the system.

3.0.1. TWIN. TWIN is not in fact pure “end-to-end” scheme – it does
not allow a voter to check that her or his vote has been counted.

In the case of TWIN (RS07), each voter marks a ballot and puts it in
the ballot box, receiving a copy of a randomly chosen previously-cast ballot.
This copy is a voter’s take-home receipt.

Obviously, such a receipt does not reveal any information about voter’s
choice. At the same time, election authority cannot modify ballots, because
they do not know which ballots have been taken as receipts.

To allow verification, all ballots have serial numbers that are hidden
under a scratch-off layer. This layer prevents a voter to know the serial
number of her or his ballot. A checking machine check that the marking of
a ballot is valid, removes scratch-off and places it into the ballot box.
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Figure 3.1. Data printed on a receipt are used as a seed of a random
generator which output is used to permute ballots.
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Chapter 4

Tallied as recorded.

Cryptographic building

blocks

This chapter describes basic cryptographic primitives that are used as build-
ing blocks in voting schemes. We start our description from blind signatures
and thus motivate need of use mixing networks (mixing nets, mix-nets) that
allow voters to preserve ballot secrecy. Next we describe the idea of homo-
morphic encryption that motivates use of zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP) and
non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZKP). We also describe ideas of
commitments and oblivious transfer.

4.1. Blind signatures

A blind signature, introduced in (Cha82) by David Chaum, is a form of
digital signature in which a signer does not see a message that is signed.

A digital blind signature has the following real-world interpretation:
an author of a message writes it down on a slip of paper that is put
inside a carbon paper lined envelope. A signer writes a signature on
the outside of the envelope which results leaving a carbon copy of
the signature on the paper inside the envelope.
A signer does not learn what it signed. A message author can obtain
a signer’s signature under any message.

25
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There is a few versions () of blind signatures, we just briefly describe
RSA-based version.

4.1.1. RSA.

KeyGen: Key generation procedure:
(1) choose p, q at random, two primes of equal length.
(2) compute N := pq.
(3) compute ϕ(N) = (p− 1)(q − 1).
(4) choose 1 < e < ϕ(N) (usualy e = 65 537).
(5) compute d = e−1 mod ϕ(N) (so ed = 1 mod ϕ(N)).
(6) return:

public key: Kpub ← 〈e,N〉
private key: Kpriv ← 〈d,N〉

Enc: To send a message M to a user with a public key Kpub = 〈e,N〉:
(1) compute a padding: m ← padding(M) that transforms message

M into a number 0 ≤ m < N using a predefined padding function
i.e., OAEP (Optimal Asymetric Encryption Padding).

(2) compute a ciphertext: c← me mod N .
(3) return: c.

Dec: To decrypt a ciphertext c with a private key Kpriv = 〈d,N〉:
(1) compute m ← cd mod N = (me)d mod N = med mod N =

med mod ϕ(N) mod N = m.
(2) return: m.

Sign-simple: To sign1 a message M with a private key Kpriv:
(1) compute mHash← H(M).
(2) compute S := mHashd mod N .
(3) return: Sign := 〈M,S〉.

Verify-simple: To verify a signature sign = 〈M,S〉 with a public key
Kpub = 〈e,N〉:
(1) compute mHash = H(M).
(2) return:

true: if the value Se mod N is equal to the hash value mHash.
false: otherwise.

1This is a simplified, insecure version of RSA signature scheme, the real-world version is described
below
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Sign: To sign a message M with a private key Kpriv (RSA-PSS scheme
presented below):
(1) compute mHash← H(M), where H() is e.g., SHA-512, Keccack.
(2) compute EM according to the scheme presented on the Figure 4.1:

M
↓

H(M)
↓

M ′ := Padding1 mHash salt
↓

DB := Padding2 maskedseed H(M ′)
↓ ↓
⊕ ←−−−−−MGF ←−−−−−− · bc
↓ ↓ ↓

EM := maskedDB maskedseed bc

Figure 4.1. RSA-PSS encoding operation, transforming a message M
into an encoded message EM .

(3) compute S = EMd mod N
(4) return: sign = 〈M,S〉

Verify: To verify a signature sign = 〈M,S〉 with a public key Kpub =
〈e,N〉:
(1) compute mHash = H(M)
(2) recover EM from S: EM = Se mod N = EMde mod N
(3) return:

true: if the encoded message EM is a valid transform of the
hash value mHash.

false: otherwise.

4.1.2. Blind RSA signatures. For the blind signatures, the key gener-
ation (KeyGen) procedure looks exactly the same as for the RSA. There
is a difference in the signature generation, which is performed by the two
parties:

Blind-sign-simple: A participant A to obtain a blind signature of B
under a message M performs the following steps:
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A B
B’s public key 〈e,N〉 private key Kpriv = 〈d,N〉
message M

(1) computes mHash := H(M)
(2) generates random r
(3) computes x = re ·mHash mod N
(4) sends x to B x−→
(5) computes y = xd mod N
(6) y

←−
sends y to A

(7) removes a blinding factor:
computes S := y/r mod N

(8) return: sign = 〈M,S〉

Figure 4.2. RSA blind signature scheme.

4.1.3. Blind signature based voting. Here we present a simple elec-
tronic voting scheme that uses blind signatures. This is rather a toy exam-
ple that we use as a motivation for use of verifiable mixing networks (see
Section 4.3).

The settings for the scheme are the following:

• Election Authority EA has an RSA private key Kpriv and public key
Kpub.

• Each voter Vi wants to submit a ballot bi, each Vi has a token ti that
can be used to authenticate to Election Authority.

• A public bulletin board BB accepts (in append-only mode) entries that
are signed with the Election Authority’s private key.

The Figure 4.3 presents data flow of the scheme. We assume that EA
has a set TV = {t1, . . . , tn} of all tokens. A bulletin board can be in-
terpreted as a list BB = BB(π, k) = BBk = 〈〈bπ1 , Sπ1〉 , . . . , 〈bπk

, Sπk
〉〉,

where a permutation π depends on the order in which voters cast their
ballots and k is the length of the list (k is the number of votes that were
cast so far). We also assume that for the bulletin board only two opera-
tions are allowed: Read(BB) which returns all elements on the BB list and
Append(BBk, 〈bj , Sj〉) = BBk+1, where πk+1 = j.

The blind singnature base voting scheme presented on the Figure 4.3
has a nice property that if the Election Authority do not cooperate with
the Bulletin Board operator then votes remain secret (bulletin board can
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BB Vi EA
(1) h := H(bi)
(2) picks random r
(3) x := re · h mod N
(4) 〈x, ti〉−−−→
(5) if ti ∈ TV :

TV = TV \ {ti}
(6) y := xd mod N
(7) y

←−−
(8) Si := y/r mod N

vi := 〈bi, Si〉
(9) vi←−

(10) if Verify(Kpub, vi):
Append(BB, vi)

Figure 4.3. Blind signature based voting scheme.

be implemented in distributed manner, with support of P2P networks and
anonymizing services like TOR to achieve this property).

But there are the following problems with the scheme:

• it reveals partial results because all votes are posted in cleartext Solution−−−−−→
post encrypted votes (and we already know how to encrypt votes in
verifiable manner - Chapter 2). But in that case, there should be a
verifiable way of decrypting encrypted votes from the Bulletin Board
(see Section 4.3).

• Election Authority can add votes to the Bulletin Board since only a
signature is verified. There are a few possible solutions to that problem:

– EA can generate commitments to each admisible token before elec-
tion and only votes with corresponding tokens are counted

• If Election Authority generates tokens (if tokens are one-time pass-
words) and passes them to voters then Election Authority may use
them to cast the votes Solution−−−−−→ use oblivious transfer during token issu-
ing – oblivious transfer-like physical i.e., with a use scratch-off cards –
compare with Section 7.1.
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4.2. Homomorphic encryption

In this section we show how to use homomorphic encryption schemes to
design voting schemes. At the same time we present reasons of using: non-
interactive zero knowledge proofs, non-mallable encryption and other tech-
niques as building blocks of voting protocols.

We say that an encryption scheme Enc() is homomorphic if the following
equality holds:

Enck(m1) · Enck(m2) = Enck(m1 +m2).

If we interpret m1 and m2 as numbers, then homomorphic encryption allows
for computing the ciphertext of m1 +m2 from the ciphertexts of m1 and m2

(but without knowledge of m1 and m2 themself).

For a race with m candidates/options, an electronic ballot sent by ith-
voter may have the following form:

bi = 〈Enck(xi,1),Enck(xi,2), . . . ,Enck(xi,m)〉 ,

where2 x1 + . . .+ xm = 1 and x1, . . . , xm ≥ 0. Then we can easily compute
the encryption of a sum of the votes cast for each candidate, see Figure 4.2.

Bulletin
Board

b1 !
...
bN !

encrypted votes for
candidate 1 . . . candidate m

Enck(x1,1) . . . Enck(x1,m)
...

...
Enck(xN,1) . . . Enck(xN,m)
↓ ↓ ↓∏n

i=1 Enck(xi,1) . . .
∏n
i=1 Enck(xi,m)

q q

Enck(
∑n

i=1 xi,1) . . . Enck(
∑n

i=1 xi,m)

Figure 4.4. Scheme applies homomorphic encryption as a voting scheme.

Homomorphic encryption is a very apealing approach, but unfortu-
natelly it cannot be applied right away. We need to take care of few things:

2For a race when only one candidate can be selected, and x1 + . . .+ xm ≤ l if up to l choice may
be selected.
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(1) A voter needs to be convinced that her vote is encrypted correctly –
but we already know how to approach that problem – by using commit
and prove or cut and choose approaches.

(2) An election authority should not be able to link a decrypted vote to a
voter – we need to use a verifiable mix network to decrypt votes.

(3) All encrypted ballots should have proof of correctness – use Zero Knowl-
edge Proofs – Section 4.4.

4.2.1. Homomorphic encryption of counters. Here we present an ad-
ditively homomorphic variant of ElGamal to encrypt ballots (this variant is
e.g., used in VoteBox (SDW08) and RemoteBox (SW08) schemes).

For group generators f, g, private key a, public key h = ga and plaintext
(counter) c, the encryption is defined as follows:

KeyGen: To generate a key:
(1) choose p, q at random, so p = 2q + 1.
(2) choose f, g generators of a subgroup of order q in Z∗p .
(3) generate a at random (a < q).
(4) compute h := ga mod p.
(5) return:

public key:: Kpub ← 〈f, g, h, p〉.
private key:: Kpriv ← 〈a, f, g, p〉.

Enc: To encrypt a counter i:
(1) generate r at random.
(2) return:

Enc(i, r, h) := 〈x, y〉 =
〈
gr, hrf i

〉
Dec: To decrypt 〈x, y〉 knowing a private key Kpriv:

(1) return:

Dec(〈x, y〉 , a) = Dec(
〈
gr, garf i

〉
, a) :=

garf i

(gr)a
mod p,

Dec: To decrypt 〈x, y〉 knowing a nonce r and public key Kpub:
(1) return:

Dec(〈x, y〉 , a) = Dec(
〈
gr, garf i

〉
, a) :=

garf i

(ga)r
.
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SumUp: To compute an encryption of two encrypted counters i, j from:
〈xi, yi〉 and 〈xj , yj〉:
(1) return:

〈xi, yi〉 � 〈xj , yj〉 = Enc(i, ri)� Enc(j, rj) =
〈
gri , garif i

〉
�
〈
grj , garjf j

〉
=
〈
gri+rj , ga(ri+rj)f i+j

〉
= Enc(i+ j, ri + rj).

ReEnc: To re-encrypt a given ciphertext Enc(i, r) = 〈x, y〉 i.e., to trans-
form it into a ciphertext with a different nonce, one needs only to know
the public key Kpub:
(1) generate s at random.
(2) return:

Enc(i, r + s) := 〈gsx, hsy〉 .

Computing a tally (decryption) corresponds to computation of a discrete
logarithm of fm, but since this value is limited by a number of voters, it is
feasible.

4.3. Mix nets

An ElGamal mixing server takes N inputs – ciphertexs {ci}i∈[N ], permutes
them according to a random permutation π and re-encrypts each of them
using random factors {si}i∈[N ]s. Output of a mixing server is {di}i∈[N ],
where di = ReEnc(cπ(i), si).

4.3.1. Shadow-Mix. The following protocol that verifies correctness of
the mixing process was proposed by Sako and Kilian in (SK95).

• The mix server creates a shuffle defined by M = 〈π, {s1, . . . , sN}〉 and
a shadow mix with SM = 〈π′, {t1, . . . , tN}〉 (see Figure 4.5) with the
same inputs but different permutation and different exponents used for
re-encryption.

• The Verifier chooses a bit b = 0, 1.

• The mix server if
b=0: reveals the shadow mix SM (both the permutation and expo-

nents).
b=1: reveals the difference between the two mixes, i.e., the permu-

tation that transforms outputs of the two mixes.
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Figure 4.5. Shadow-Mix proof of shuffle.

An hones mix server is always able to correctly answer to either questions
while a server that did not follow the protocol can correctly answer at most
to one of them (can cheat undetected with probability ≤ 1/2). To increase
the assurance of integrity, a mix server needs to prepare t such a shadow
mixes, and the procedure is run for each of them, resulting with probability
1− 2−t that the primary mix is correct.

4.4. Zero-knowledge proofs

A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge is a protocol that is run between a
Prover and a Verifier where a prover convinces a verifier about a statement,
such that the following properties hold:

Completeness: an honest prover always convinces an honest verifier of
the validity of the statement.

Soundness: a dishonest prover can cheat only with small probability.

Zero knowledge: no other information is revealed.

Proof of knowledge: can extract witness from a successful prover.
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4.4.1. Zero-knowledge proof of decryption. A decryption of an ElGa-
mal ciphertext can be proven using Chaum-Pedersen protocol (CP92) for
proving plaintex equality.

To prove that a given ciphertext c = 〈x, y〉 encrypts a plaintext m, the
prover shows that logg(y) = logx(y/m):

Prover: (1) selects w ∈ Zq.
(2) sends 〈A,B〉 = 〈gw, xw〉 to the verifier.

Verifier: chooses a random challenge c ∈ Zq.

Proover: answers with: t = w + ac

Verifier: checks if:
• gt = Ahc

• xt = B(y/m)c

4.5. Non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs

Zero-knowledge proofs have one drawback which becomes an issue in the
case of auditing elections – they are interactive and their transcript does not
constitute a proof to someone who does not take a part in the protocol. To
overcome that problem there are two approaches: the first one relies on using
a public source of verifiable randomness like stock exchange data (CEA07;
CH10); the other approach is to transform a proof-scheme into an non-
interactive zero knowledge proof. The transformation is done using the Fiat-
Shamir heuristic (FS86) the idea of simulating a challenger is that challenge
bits are computed as the hash of all data that prover is commiting to.

The proofs of the correctness of mixing (both Shadow-Mix and RPC)
and proof of decryption can be transformed into non-interactive form.

Crypto-blocks

1. What is the verification procedure for the (simple) RSA blind signature
scheme? Write down the corresponding equations. Write down the
procedure for the RSA blind singature and verification which use RSA-
PSS padding.

2. Consider the following commitment scheme.
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Commit: The Sender generates a key k and sends Enck(M) to the
Receiver,

Reveal: The Sender sends k to the Receiver, the Receiver can decrypt
the message.

What is wrong with the above scheme (as a commitment scheme)?

s





Chapter 5

End to end verifiability

In the previous sections we were analysing various voting schemes, we mainly
focused our attention on checking if a system assures that the three steps
can be verified:

• cast as intended,

• recorded as cast,

• tallied as recorded.

This simple test of the verifiability of the voting system is very usefull but
at the same time is not sufficient. We already saw problems that may
not be detected by this simple approach i.e., ThreeBallot, straightforward
implementation of homomorphic encryption.

In this chapter we discuss a more complete definition of what an end-
to-end verifiable voting system is. We are presenting approach introduced
in (3).

In order to check if a given voting protocol is end-to-end verifiable, one
needs to show that the protocol passes all the checks:

(1) Presented ballots are well-formed – this check ensures that the
representation of the voter’s choices on the ballot are consistent with
the representation of the ballot by the rest of the voting system, i.e.,:
(a) If the ballot to be cast by the Voter is not well-formed then, the

Voter, at any time after the election is able to detect if the vote

37
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she is about to cast does not represent a vote for the candidate(s)
she intended.

(b) The probability that the Voter does not detect her incorrectly
formed ballot is strictly less than one.

(c) The Voter has a publicly acceptable, irrefutable proof of malfea-
sance if she detects that her ballot is not well formed.

The probability of detection by two different voters should be indepen-
dent. Moreover, a voter should be able to check that a ballot she uses
has not been issued to another voter.

(2) Cast ballots are well-formed – this checks ensures that cast ballots
do not contain over-votes or negative votes, i.e.,:
(a) For any cast ballot B that is not well-formed, and is to be included

in the tally, anyone, at any time after the election, is able to detect
that B is incorrectly formed.

(b) The probability that no one detects that the cast ballot B is in-
correctly formed is at least 2−20 (see (3) for discussion).

(c) A proof that a ballot is incorrectly formed is publicly acceptable1

and irrefutable2.

(3) Recorded as cast – the ballot that was cast by the voter is the one
that was recorded by the system, i.e.,:
(a) If the Voter’s cast ballot is not correctly recorded then, the Voter,

at any time after election, is able to detect with the probabil-
ity strictly greater than zero that her cast ballot is incorrectly
recorded.

(b) If the Voter detects that her cast ballot is incorrectly recorded
then she has a publicly acceptable proof of malfeasance.

(c) Detection probability is strictly greater than zero, the probability
that the central claim is true is not negligible (but it does neet to
be irrefutable).

(4) Tallied as recorded – the recorded votes are counted correctly, i.e.,:
(a) If n recorded ballots are incorrectly tallied, then at any time after

the tally has been made public, anyone is able to detect that the
declared tally does not represent the tally of all the recorded votes.

1A publicly acceptable proof is a proof that can be verified independently by anyone.
2An irrefutable proof is a proof in which the probability that the central claim is false is smaller
than 2−112 (exact probability comes from NIST SP 800-57).
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(b) The probability that one does not find an error in the declared tally
is at most c(n) < 1 (a function specified by the system design).

(c) The proof of malfeasance is irrefutable.

(5) Consistency – verifies if the set of ballots subject to the recorded as
cast check is the same as the set of ballots subject to the tallied as
recorded check, i.e.,:
(a) If sets of tallied ballots is different than the set of ballots that

voters are able to check in recorded as cast, then at any time after
the tally has been made public by the election officials, anyone is
able to detect that the two sets are different.

(b) The probability that one cannot detect that the two sets are dif-
ferent is smalle than ε3.

(c) If the sets are different then the proof of malfeasance is publicly
acceptable and irrefutable.

This checks verifies the chain of custody.

(6) Each recorded ballot is subject to the “recorded as cast” check
– this ensures that no ballots that could not have been checked by at
least one voter are included in the final tally, i.e.,:
(a) If a cast ballot B does not have a unique voter that is able to

check it during the recorded as cast phase, then at any time after
the election, anyone is able to detect that the ballot B does not
have a unique corresponding voter.

(b) The probability that no one can detect that for n cast ballots,
there are no corresponding voters should be lower than pn.

(c) If one detects that some ballots do not have unique corresponding
voters then the proof is publicly acceptable and irrefutable.

(7) Irrefutable proof of following procedures – for every integrity-
preserving procedure there must be a check which can detect when the
voting system does not follow the protocol. Moreover this check should
provide a public proof.

3The suggested by (3) value of ε = 2−30.
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E2E Definition

1. Explain why traditional paper ballot systems, optical scan systems and
DREs do not satisfy the Consistency check and thous are not end-to-end
verifiable.
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Chapter 6

Polling place

As mentioned in the Chapter 1, there are two main scenarios of use of
electronic voting systems at polling places. The first one relies on electronic
machines. The second assumes use of paper ballots which are later scanned.

DREs: a ballot has only an electronic form. Some DREs are equipped
with VVPAT (voter verifiable paper audit trail) – a voter can see,
behind a transparent shield that a receipt of her vote printed. Such a
receipt is a part of verified paper record and thous can be used to audit
the machine (not by a voter but by election auditors).

marking devices: a voter interacts with a machine which prints a
marked ballot, a voter can check if a ballot is marked as intended
and cast a ballot (through a ballot-box or a scanner).

There are also hybrid solutions which assume that a voter uses a com-
putational assistant to cast a ballot (CFN+12) or uses a dedicated machine
to check if a ballot is marked correctly before it is cast (SFCC11).

There is a series of schemes that implement commit and prove approach
of Benaloh (Ben06) scheme: VoteBox (SDW08), Wombat Voting. In the
next section we show importance of the commitments – we present an attack
on a paperless implementation of Benaloh scheme (VoteBox). The problem
lies in the fact that a voter is unable to verify a commitment in a voting
booth.
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6.1. Paper is needed(?)

We limit the description of the VoteBox system to the fragile part (Elec-
tion day: casting votes), we leave original numbering of the protocol steps,
according to (SDW08).

(1) The poll worker authorizes from the supervisor console one of the
booth machines. Supervisor console broadcasts an authorization mes-
sage (and ballot definition if needed) directing the selected machine to
interact with a voter.

(2) The booth presents the ballot to the voter.
(3) The voter makes selection on a screen of a VoteBox machine.
(4) The booth shows a review screen, listing the voter’s choices.
(5) If the voter needs to make changes goes back to Step 2, if not goes to

the next step.
(6) The booth:

(a) encrypts and publishes cast ballot.
(b) presents “challenge or cast” screen.

(7) The voter chooses between “to cast” or “to challenge”.
(8) The booth:

to cast: logs the voter’s choice (to cast).
to challenge: publishes the value r.

Figure 6.1. VoteBox – ballot casting protocol

The original Benaloh’s scheme (Ben06) uses a paper as a “commitment
medium”. Two Benaloh’s scheme implementations: Helios and VoteBox use
a “computer screen” as a commitment medium. For the first sight both
Helios and VoteBox offer exactly the same – an electronic version of the
Benaloh’s challenge. The difference is that in the case of Helios, a voter may
use a different machine (e.g., smart-phone) to verify a commitment while in
the case of the VoteBox, a voter does not have access to any computational
device since it is forbidden at polling places. Because of that fact, the
following attack is possible.

Attack. An attacker needs to modify a code run by voting machine
on one of the booths. The modification is as follows: the booth always
encrypts a voter’s choice exactly as a voter wanted. So if a voter performs
a challenge then the result of every audit is correct. But when a voter
presses the cast button then the machine publishes r (making the ballot
cast invalid and pretending that a voter initiated an audit). Just after
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that, the attacker (being supervisor console’s operator) authorizes the booth
to cast another vote. The booth prepares another encrypted ballot (with
appropriate choices) and cast that.

6.2. Scantegrity

The Scantegrity II (CCC+09; CCC+10b) scheme is an enhancement for
traditional paper ballots that are used in optical scan systems. The system
offers much higher election integrity thanks to use of confirmation codes that
are printed in invisible ink1 (the system can also use scratch-offs instead of
invisible ink). A voter marks her candidate just as in traditional paper
systems but with a special pen, marking reveals a code (see Figure 6.2) that
a voter can write down on a receipt.

A voter can choose to audit ballot printing – to verify if codes are printed
correctly (to ensure cast as intended). Voters are able to verify if their votes
are correctly included (recorded as cast) in the tally without revealing how
they voted (the code itself does not reveal a vote). The scheme allows anyone
to verify that the tally is computed correctly (tallied as recorded).

Figure 6.2. Scantegrity II uses invisible ink. To reveal a code a voter
uses a special pen that develops a code corresponding to her choice. The
code is used as a receipt.

1If codes are printed in regular ink – like in the Scantegrity I then the dispute resolution procedure
is less efficient.
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(c) A voter copies a code to a
receipt slip which can be taken

home for verification.

Figure 6.3.
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Chapter 7

Remote voting

Chaum proposed the first approach to vote encryption where the voter
does not have access to trusted computational power (Cha04) while vot-
ing. This resulted in an independently-verifiable voting protocol whose ver-
ifiability properties did not rely on the voting system or election officials
to correctly perform their functions. Many protocols with similar proper-
ties followed (Nef04; CRS05; Ben06; PH06; RS06; AR06; MN07; RTS07;
CEC+08; CCC+08). Some of the corresponding voting systems are very
practical for verifiable in-person voting and have been deployed in real elec-
tions (Pun; CCC+10a). These voting systems do not, however, serve the
needs of absentee voters.

A large number of voters in the US have no choice but to vote absen-
tee because they are located outside the country. For example, more than
333,000 votes were cast under the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) in the 2006 US election (Com, page 4). Addition-
ally, many voters choose to vote absentee. Mail-in ballots are widely used
in the US: ballots in the state of Oregon are exclusively cast by mail, while
about 80% of those in the state of Washington are, and about half of US
states allow ballots to be cast absentee without voters having to provide a
justification for the choice (Com). One of the most significant problems with
absentee voting is that marked ballots are not always received in time —
19% of absentee ballots cast in the US Election of 2008 were not received in
time to be counted. For this reason, a system that enables voters to check
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that their ballots have been delivered in time and correctly would be very
useful.

Some countries have introduced proposals for internet voting, or even
run elections with such systems. Jefferson et al. provide a security analysis
of SERVE, a proposal for the U.S. Department of Defence, and discover
significant vulnerabilities (JRSW04). More recently Clarkson et al. examine
a system developed by Scytl for the Okaloosa Distance Balloting Pilot and
also discovered significant vulnerabilities (CHI+08). Internet voting systems
have also been used in Estonia, The Netherlands, and Switzerland. The
Netherlands system, REIS, purported to be verifiable however flaws were
discovered that undermined both its verifiability and ballot secrecy (Gro04;
HJS+08; GHH+09). A recent proposal has been made for a (partially)
verifiable remote voting system for Norway (Gjo10).

Aside from the governmental use of REIS, verifiable remote systems
have been used in other binding elections: Helios (Adi08) for the Recteur
election at the Universite Catholique de Louvain (UCL), Belgium (AdPQ09)
and student elections at Princeton University; and SCV (KZ10) for student
elections at Collegium Civitas, Poland and works councils elections at Sanofi-
Aventis and Zentiva. Helios makes it possible to tell if a vote has been
modified, but it is impossible to tell whether the modification was caused by
election authorities or by malware on the voter’s machine. Those issues are
at least partially addressed by Scratch-Click-And-Vote (SVC) (KZ10) and
its predecessor (KZ07), however, both solutions are too cumbersome for use
in a real public election.

In the research literature, one approach to mitigating the issues of voting
from an untrusted platform is to use code voting. This approach originated
with Chaum’s SureV ote (Cha01) and there are many proposals for taking
it in various directions (HS07; JR07; HSS08; OSL08; JRF09; RT09; HLL10;
Pop10). Remotegrity belongs in this class of systems.

The literature also addresses the tangential problem of coercion resis-
tance in remote voting scenarios where vote casting is unsupervised. This
line of research was originated by Juels et al. (JCJ05) and implemented
as Civitas (CCM08). Recent improvements include more efficient tallying
(AFT07) the use of panic passwords (CH11). These systems assume the
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voter votes on a trusted machine, which is not an assumption made by
Remotegrity.

7.1. Remotegrity

The Remotegrity part of a voting system is a distributed protocol with a
Dealer (EA) who enables N participants (voters) to efficiently and securely
send their messages (encoded ballots in the case of voting) to a public Bul-
letin Board.

The system uses a combination of physical and electronic me-
dia/channels, and is hence not a fully-electronic system, but a hybrid system.
The hybrid nature of the system enables several of the security properties
not present in fully-electronic systems. Credentials, issued by the Dealer
to participants, are printed on paper forms (covered by scratch-off layers)
and sent to participants by postal mail. Participants are allowed to send
their messages over the Internet. If participants discover problems with the
Internet channel, they may mail their messages back with their credentials,
using the postal system or physical delivery.

We assume that each participant xi of the protocol wants to post V (xi)
on the Bulletin Board. In the case where Remotegrity is used with a voting
system, V (xi) will denote voter xi’s coded vote. We denote by S(i) the
bit representing success, at protocol end, for the ith voter: V (xi) ∈ BB ⇔
S(i) = 1. The protocol ends with success if S(i) = 1 ∀ i.

We do not require the Dealer to be honest. Moreover, our security
arguments assume a powerful Adversary (such as malware) which has the
same knowledge as the Dealer and colludes with the Dealer. We do require,
however, that, of all computers used by the participant (voter) to check the
bulletin board, at least one is honest (though the participant may not know,
a priori, which one is honest). The goal of the Adversary is to change a few
messages and publish them incorrectly—the Adversary wishes to achieve,
at protocol end, S(i) = 0 ∀ i ∈ C; where C is some subset of participants.
That is, for all participants xi ∈ C, the Bulletin Board publishes a message
m 6= V (xi). It is not sufficient for the Adversary to prevent the message from
being published. This is because, given the presence of at least one honest
computer with which to view the Bulletin Board, the voter can determine
that her message is not published and deliver it by postal mail. We describe
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how she can do so using her Authentication Card. Thus, at the end of the
protocol, for all participants xi, either S(i) = 0 (the message is published
incorrectly) or S(i) = 1 (the message is published correctly). (We provide
more rigorous support for these statements later in the paper; now, it suffices
to say that a voter will notice if his or her message is not posted and will be
able to ensure it is posted, hence the message will be posted, either correctly
or incorrectly.)

Our goals for the ith voter at the end of the (hybrid) protocol are:

• S(i) = 1, which means V (xi) ∈ BB, or

• S(i) = 0 and, with non-negligible probability, xi has verifiable proof
that the Dealer cheated.

7.1.1. Setup. We use the following parameters:

N: - number of voters,

M: - security parameter (number of Authentication Cards opened during
the print audit),

K: - a “usability” parameter (number of attempts a voter may make to
return his coded vote over the Internet, using different computers if
necessary). If the voter is not able to post his message correctly after
K attempts, he would need to use the physical channel. If he mails it
in, he can check that it is correctly posted, and, if not, as a last resort,
he can vote at the polling place and avail of the security properties of
the polling-place end-to-end paper-ballot-based voting system.

There is also another security parameter L – the length of numbers used for
authentication. This will be described later.

Setup(N, M, K). A Dealer generates tuples

ti = (seriali, LockIniA,LockIniB,LockIniS,OTPi(1), OTPi(2), . . . , OTPi(K))

and publishes commitments to T = {t1, . . . , t2(N+M)} of the form com(ti) =
(seriali, com(LockIniA), com(LockIniB), com(LockIniS), com(OTPi(1)),
. . . , com(OTPi(K))).

The parameter OTPi(j) is called a one-time-password (of length L), and
all the one-time-passwords are distinct. That is, OTPi(j) 6= OTPi′(j′) for
(i, j) 6= (i′, j′).
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LockIniA and LockIniB (of length L) are used by the voter to “lock-
in” his vote (to confirm that what is posted on the bulletin board agrees
with their intensions) and are similarly unique. LockIniX 6= LockIni′Y for
i 6= i′ and X,Y ∈ {A,B, S} and similarly for LockIniB. Also LockIniA 6=
LockIni′B for all i, i′.

LockIniS is a system lock-in and is used by election officials when a
given ballot is mailed back (with authentication card).

7.1.2. Pre-election audit. A (pseudo)random process determines a sub-
set PreA(T ) ⊂ T of size N + M that is audited. The Dealer opens the
commitments to tuples t ∈ PreA(T ), and auditors check the corresponding
commitments published in Setup.

7.1.3. Printing. After a successful audit, the Dealer prints N + M

Authentication Cards, each corresponding to a tuple ti ∈ Printed(T ) =
T \ PreA(T ). The following values:

(1) LockIniA,LockIniB,

(2) LockIniS,

(3) OTPi(1), OTPi(2), . . . , OTPi(K).

are printed and are individually covered with scratch-off layers. Addition-
ally, seriali is printed without scratch-off and is visible.

7.1.4. Print Audit. Auditors choose, uniformly at random, a subset
PrintA(T ) ⊂ Printed(T ) of size M . (The subset may also be chosen
pseudo-randomly). The correctness of the printing process is checked by
auditors who scratch off the layers and check the revealed values against
the corresponding commitments opened by the Dealer. The Mailing Au-
thority obtains the remaining set of N Authentication Cards AC(T ) =
Printed(T ) \ PrintA(T ) from the Dealer and a set of N Ballots from the
Ballot Maker. Each participant obtains one Authentication Card and one
Ballot in a package with instructions on how to vote. It is also possible to
print a larger number of ballots and authentication cards so that voters may
obtain two of each, auditing one and using the other to vote.

7.1.5. Posting On BB. The Bulletin Board is run by the Dealer. It
accepts either
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(a): a message of the form (OTP,m), publishing a corresponding entry
of the form:

(id,OTP,m, serial, hash, sign)

if (OTP,m) is a valid pair, or

(b): a message of the form (LockIn), publishing:

(id, LockIn, serial, hash, sign).

if LockIn is a valid LockIn

The message m for the voting problem is the serial number of the bal-
lot and coded votes for various contests. id, hash and sign are the Bul-
letin Board item ID, a (chained) hash of the information published and the
(chained) signature of the Bulletin Board.

Loosely speaking, (OTP,m) is a valid pair if and only if

(1) OTP is not yet published

(2) ∃ i, j such that OTP is a valid jth one-time password of the ith tuple
ti ∈ AC(T )

(3) If any other pair (OTP ′,m′) has been published on the Bulletin Board
such that OTP ′ is a valid j′th one-time password of the same ith tuple
ti, the ballot serial numbers for m and m′ are identical and

(4) Neither LockIniA nor LockIniB is published on the Bulletin Board.

This ensures that, loosely speaking,

(1) An OTP is used only once (so that an adversary may not use a voter’s
already-posted OTP to change his or her vote or to cast another vote).

(2) OTP is a valid authentication code on some authentication card (so
that only those in possession of valid authentication cards can post
messages).

(3) A voter updates only the vote corresponding to her ballot and does not
attempt to change someone else’s ballot by using their already-posted
ballot serial number with her OTP and

(4) An adversary does not attempt to change a locked-in vote (because by
locking-in her vote the voter communicates that she will not further
change it).
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The Bulletin Board may also provide some kind of error-detection for the
message itself, if this is incorporated into the lock-ins, OTP s, ballot serial
numbers and coded votes.

When an honest computer checks information on the Bulletin Board,
it checks the correctness of the hash and the signature, that all items are
ordered by id, and that items of lower id are present. It also checks con-
sistency of the bulletin board with previous versions of the Bulletin Board
if it has viewed the Bulletin Board previously. Similarly, LockIn is a valid
LockIn if and only if LockIn is not yet published and is either LockIniA or
LockIniB for the tuple ti ∈ AC(T ) .

Note that the above criteria will be checked on the published (signed)
bulletin board. We anticipate a significant time delay (three hours) between
the the receipt of a message and its formal publishing with digital signatures.
Thus a voter should provide a few hours between the sending of two messages
to the Bulletin Board. (Note that we have not incorporated some of the
criteria above in the pseudo-code yet.)

Let l denotes the current number of entries on the BB:

Post(OTP,m, l): procedure

(1) finds i, j such that OTP = OTPi(j)
(2) if OTPi(j) is not yet published then {
(3) serial := seriali

(4) hash := hash(BB[l], OTPi(j),m, serial)
(5) sign := sign(sign[l], OTPi(j),m)
(6) (l + 1, OTP,m, serial, hash, sign)→ BB

(7) BB[l + 1] := [(OTPi(j),m, hash, sign]
}

Post(LockIn, l): procedure

(1) finds i, α such that LockIn = LockIniα

(2) if LockIniα is not yet published then {
(3) serial := seriali

(4) hash := hash(BB[l], LockIniα)
(5) sign := sign(sign[l], LockIniα)
(6) (l + 1, LockIniα, serial, hash, sign)→ BB
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(7) BB[l + 1] := [LockIniα, hash, sign]
}

7.1.6. Sending messages. Each participant (a voter) performs the fol-
lowing protocols which consist of three procedures. In the first procedure,
the participant scratches off any one-time password of her choice. She
then sends the pair—the message and the recently-scratched-off one-time-
password—to the Dealer. In the voting problem, the message consists of the
Ballot serial number and the coded vote(s).

In the next procedure, the participant checks the Bulletin Board, prefer-
ably from one or more different computers, to see if the message is published
as described above (ı.e. participant’s computer checks the hashes, signa-
tures, ordering, etc.) If she finds that the message is not posted or is posted
incorrectly, she repeats the first procedure with another OTP, and then re-
peats the second procedure. This continues till she runs out of OTPs, at
which time she goes to vote in person.

If she does not run out of OTPs and is satisfied that her vote was posted
correctly, she performs the third procedure, where she scratches of one of
the lock-ins of her choice and sends it in.

She does not scratch off values she does not need.

Send(i, attemptNo): procedure

(1) success := false

(2) while(!success && attemptNo < K) {
(3) (V (xi), OTPi(attemptNo))→ BB

(4) success := [(V (xi), OTPi(attemptNo)) ∈ BB]
}

Check(i, attemptNo): procedure – should be performed from a
different location, on a different machine than the one used for the
Send procedure.

(1) if (V (xi), OTPi(attemptNo)) ∈ BB
then: go to LockIn procedure
else: if attemptNo < k go to Send procedure
else: go to polling site
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LockIn(): procedure

(1) pick at random α ∈ {A,B}
(2) LockIniα→ BB

(3) success := [LockIniα ∈ BB]

7.1.7. Post audit. A Dealer opens and publishes all tuples.

7.1.8. Using the Physical Channel. When a voter appears to vote in
person, she provides a valid ID. Polling officials have noted down the corre-
spondence between seriali and the voter, and cancel all previous votes cast
using authentication codes from tuple ti. The voter then casts a vote using
a new ballot.

7.1.9. Voter’s perspective. The authentication card (see Figure 7.1)
contains two sets of numbers under scratch-offs: one-use or one-time pass-
words (i.e., 9764 − 5930 − 4195 − 1472) and audit codes or lock-in codes
(i.e., 3509−4903−8255−8937) on the bottom. It also contains a visible se-
rial number (i.e., EB3C15) and a system password (i.e., 9768603372754008)
– a number that is posted online if a corresponding ballot is received physi-
cally by the Election Authority.

Voters are able to:

vote by mail: A voter marks her choices on the Ballot, puts it into a
reply-envelope and mails it back (exactly as in traditional vote-by-
mail).

vote online:

The voter choosing to vote online performs the following steps.

• She uses the paper ballot to determine the confirmation number corre-
sponding to her vote. With the Scantegrity ballot shown in Figure ??,
for example, the receipt value corresponding to candidate Candidate 1
as first choice is Scantegrity confirmation number 6055.

• To cast her ballot, the voter goes to the Absentee Voting Website and
enters the Scantegrity confirmation number of the candidate she se-
lects and a one-use password (OTP) scratched-off at random from the
authentication card (see Figure 7.1.9).
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Internet Confirmation Confirmación de Internet 

Audit Code (choose one at random)

Código de Auditoría (escoje uno por acaso)

Audit Code (choose one at random)

Código de Auditoría (escoje uno por acaso)

One-Use-Password #2

Código de un solo uso #2

One-Use-Password #3

Código de un solo uso #3

One-Use-Password #4

Código de un solo uso #4

One-Use-Password #1

Código de un solo uso #1

The passwords on this card allow 

you to post the confirmation 

numbers printed on your ballot to 

the verification website. You must 

still mail in the marked ballot for 

your vote to be counted.

Go to:

takoma.remotegrity.org

and follow the instructions. The 

page will display your unique 

card serial number  7FFDA6  that 

confirms your vote has reached 

the city’s verification system. 

Note that it may take up to 3 

hours to process your request and 

display the number.

Optional: if you wish to further 

assist in verifying the election 

outcome, you may also access the 

website from another computer 

and apply your Audit Codes. 

Once your ballot is scanned the 

following code will be online next 

to the confirmation codes: 

6928 1047 6978 6506.

Las contraseñas en esta tarjeta que le 

permite enviar los números de 

confirmación en su boleta a la página 

web de la verif cación. Si su papeleta 

se pierde en el correo electrónico, 

publicación de estos úmeros se 

asegura de que su voto será grabado 

correctamente.

Vaya a la página:

takoma.remotegrity.org

y siga las instrucciones. La página de 

internet mostrará su número de serie 

única  7FFDA6  que confirma que su 

voto fue recibido por el sistema de 

verificación de la ciudad. Tome en 

cuenta que puede tomar hasta 3 

horas para procesar y mostrar el 

número.  

Opcional: si desea más ayuda en 

verficar los resultados de la elección, 

puede usar otra computadora para 

acceder la página de internet e 

intreducir su código de auditoría. 

Después de escaniar su boleta, el 

código que sigue estrará en la página 

de internet al lado del número de 

confirmación: 

6928 1047 6978 6506.

�

EB3C15

EB3C15

3509-4903-4326-6264

3509-4903-8255-89379768 6033 7275 4008

9768 6033 7275 4008

9764-5930-4195-1472

5163-4617-0375-6449

6969-3738-5597-4072

1689-7855-8151-2015

Figure 7.1. Remotegrity Authentication Card. All one-use-passwords
and audit codes are under scratch-off.

Note that: An adversary that intercepts her submission will not know
which candidate the voter is attempting to vote for. Further, the adversary
cannot reliably change the vote to a value corresponding to another candi-
date on the voter’s ballot. The adversary could be malicious software on the
computer she is using to cast her ballot or any party along the route.

• Once the values are submitted, the voter conducts an initial verifica-
tion that the website correctly posts these values. The verification is
preferably performed from a different computer. Some voters check the
digital signatures on the ABB data.

• After waiting T + 1 hours, a voter may choose to go back to the Ab-
sentee Bulletin Board (ABB), preferably but not necessarily from yet
another computer or device. She checks that her confirmation number,
authentication card serial number and one-use password are correctly
listed.
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(a) Voter enters confirmation codes corresponding to her choice

(b) Voter checks her choice and enters one time password

Figure 7.2. The Online Vote-Casting Procedure

Post vote
(online)

Lock-in
(online)

done

correctly
posted?

Check using
second

computer
(online)

cast online
get extra

form
(in person)

need
more?

no

yes

Figure 7.3. The example vote casting flow chart.

Note that: The voter did not submit the authentication card serial num-
ber when casting her vote, and the display of the proper number weakly
authenticates the update.
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• If the information is correct, she locks-in her vote by submitting a
randomly scratched-off lock-in code, which is then displayed on the
ABB.

Note that: This completes the voting process, however she is encour-
aged to monitor the ABB, either by just looking at it and checking that
her numbers are correctly posted, or by using a program that checks digital
signatures and previously-posted data for consistency.

• If the ABB does not display her confirmation number, the voter may
retry by sending in her confirmation number from another computer,
with the same one-use password.

Note that: If it displays an incorrect number, she may retry, but
should use a different one-use password.

Note that: If the voter revisits the ABB after locking-in and the
ABB displays another one-use password or lock-in code against her au-
thentication card serial number, she may have proof of cheating (with
non-negligible probability) because the numbers may not be the ones
she scratched-off. Additionally, if she checks digital signatures immedi-
ately after the initial verification or after locking-in, she has proof if the
ABB later attempts to change any data. Voters can choose the physi-
cal channel at any time during the protocol, or even later. Paper bal-
lots over-rule electronically-communicated confirmation numbers, and
a vote cast in person on election day over-rules all other votes.

Further, note the following: commitments to the printed ballots and
cards are opened as necessary after the election, and absentee packages con-
taining ballots and authentication cards are audited before the election. The
ABB can detect errors in single digits in the confirmation numbers, as well
as the transposition of two digits. It can also detect more errors in the codes
and ballot serial numbers.

The offline server can determine whether a confirmation number is valid
(but not what candidate it represents). It hence does not sign an invalid con-
firmation number. In such cases, the ABB will post, instead, a note denoting
that the received confirmation number for a particular ballot number was
invalid. The offline server knows all correspondences between one-use pass-
words, lock-in codes and authentication card serials, all of which are unique.
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It is hence able to determine the authentication serial number correspond-
ing to a one-use password, and is able to link all confirmation numbers sent
using the same authentication card.

To summarize the voter’s experience if voting online (also see Figure 7.3):

(1) visits the election website and:
(a) enters confirmation codes corresponding to her choices (from the

Scantegrity ballot),
(b) learns one of the OneTimePasswords by scratching off the layer

from the Authentication Card, and enters that password.

(2) visits the election website (possibly) from another computer and checks
if the data sent by her in the previous step was correctly posted:

if correctly posted: she goes on to the next step,
if incorrectly posted: she repeats the previous step with a fresh

OneTimePassword.

(3) visits the election website and enters the value of one of the LockIns
(learns the value of the LockIn by scratching-off one at random).





Chapter 8

Summary

Currently used electronic voting systems are very dangerous to the demo-
cratic process. This script presented techniques that can be used to con-
struct electronic election schemes that are free of the threats of the current
systems – we call such schemes end-to-end verifiable voting schemes. E2E
schemes protect election integrity but may introduce new threats that are
not existing in the current systems.

Everlasting privacy. Current paper based systems provide no verifia-
bility but at the same time they protect ballot secrecy quite well. Electronic
systems in order to be verifiable post some data online to provide voter-
verifiability. Data are protected by use of encryption/commitments but
what happens if an underlying encryption scheme becomes broken? One
can determin how people voted!

This is the reason why some researchers propose the following approach:
instead of having unconditional integrity and computational privacy they
propose to use encoding that quarantees unconditional privacy while having
computational integrity.

Audits. Electronic nature of a voting scheme may badly influence on
auditing. One may ask at least the following question: what happens in the
case when an audit fails? And then

• is it possible to recover the results?

• or do we need to rerun whole election?

59
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In the case of paper-audit trail, some systems offer possibility of a manual
recount. If this is not a case and a problem is identified in some polling
stations then some electronic voting schemes allow for rerunning elections
only in that stations.

The situation is more complicated if a system does not support auditabil-
ity (or dispute resolution) – auditability allows, in the case when audit fails,
to blame a party that is responsible for the failure. Most internet voting
schemes do not have any mechanisms that would allow to tell if quilty is:
an election authority, a browser, a virus or a voter.
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